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JAKE hErtzoG And yishAi fishEr
stringscapes

frEt MonKEy rEcords
Classical guitarist Yishai Fisher and jazz guitarist 

and educator Jake Hertzog literally combine sounds in 
a highly engaging chamber jazz session; the contrast 
of nylon and steel strings a constant in the forefront.  
Laid out as a single four-suite composition, the two 
players’ interaction is a continuous feast of fluidity and 
structural evolution, each partner exploring harmonic, 
textural and counter-rhythmic options.

What results is a duo set of a very high caliber, 
never staying in one place for very long and rarely 
predictable, if at all.               Duane Verh

MArK huMMEl
harpbreaker
ElEctro-fi

On this all instrumental recording, veteran har-
monica wizard Mark Hummel has collected 13 perfor-
mances from 2004 to this year from live performances 
and studio sessions. In addition to Hummel’s vibrant, 
full-bodied harmonica playing, there is a variety of 
musicians backing including in part guitarists Charles 
Wheal, Billy Flynn, Anson Funderburgh, Charles Baty, 
Chris Andersen and Rusty Zinn; keyboardists Bob 
Welsh, Mel Brown, Aaron Hammermann, Sid Morris 
and Chris Burns; bassists Steve Wolf, RW Grigsby; 
and drummers and percussionists Marty Dodson, Dave 
Eagle, Wes Starr, June Core, and Willie Panker. There 
are horns on one track.

Often all instrumental blues albums are best taken 

a few tracks at a time, but Hummel has put together 
such a variety of tunes, tempos and variations in ac-
companiment in a set of swinging performances where 
one’s attention does not tire while listening through. 
He does say he doesn’t include many chromatic sides 
as they are on the jazzier side and will have to wait for 
a jazz CD. However, he does a nice rendition of Duke 
Pearson’s “Cristo Redentor” that many will be familiar 
from Charlie Musselwhite. There is also outstanding 
guitar from Kid Andersen as well on this. Also on the 
jazzy side is the hard driving, live recording of Buddy 
Rich’s “Rotten Kid,” with some very strong sax-like 
harmonica along with Wheal’s fine guitar, and Horace 
Silver’s “Senor Blues” with Hummel joining the horns 
for the statement of the tune’s them, before his own 
dynamic, twisting solo.

There is raucous, high energy, jet-speed opening 
“Harpoventilatin’,” as well as a jaunting take on Lee 
Allen’s “Walkin’ With Mr. Lee,” and an extended ren-
dering of Little Walter’s “Crazy Legs,” all displaying 
Hummel’s fat tone and crisp, swinging backing. With all 
this excellent music, a favorite performance is “Ready, 
Steady Stroll!,” with its relaxed, strolling groove with 
Jack Wilson’s “Glide On,” a touch jazzier performance 
with Rusty Zinn’s exquisite guitar and Burns’ piano 
standing out in addition to Hummel’s wonderful har-
monica. Then there is a bit of down-home flavor on a 
cover of Baby Boy Warren’s “Chuckaluck” with Dave 
Eagle on washboard and Aaron Hammermann on piano 
followed by a straight cover of an early Muddy Waters’ 
instrumental, “Evans Shuffle,” with just Rusty Zinn’s 
guitar and RW Grisby’s bass backing his channeling 
of Little Walter. 

As suggested above, besides the wonderful har-
monica and the strong backing musicians, the variety 
of material and the sequencing of the performances 
result in this marvelous recording.  Ron Weinstock

John coliAnni
i never Knew

PAtuxEnt Music
Renowned for his work as accompanist for Mel 

Tormé and Les Paul among others, pianist Colianni 
leads a sextet for a swing rooted recording. His prior 
recordings featured a two guitar quintet but the present 
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sextet is fronted by tenor saxophonists Grant Stewart 
and John David Simon, with guitarist Matt Chertkoff, 
bassist Ralph Hamperian and drummer Bernard Linette 
completing the rhythm section. John Colianni sees this 
sextet as an offshoot of his big band, the John Coli-
anni Jazz Orchestra. “It’s sort of a band within a band, 
reflecting my admiration for the Ellington and Good-
man small groups.” Also the two tenor aspect has its 
precedent, not simply in Frank Foster and Frank Wess, 
Eddie “Lockjaw” Davis and Johnny Griffin, and Gene 
Ammons and Sonny Stitt as Rusty Hassan observes in 
his annotation, but the great Count Basie Band of the 
thirties and early forties with the contrasting styles of 
Lester Young and Herschel Evans/Buddy Tate. Stewart 
and Simon have similar contrasting styles, and both 
are driving players with an affinity for the blues.

Colianni is a pianist rooted in the Hines-Wilson-
Tatum piano lineage, who also displays awareness of 
more modern harmonic approaches and is a wonderful 
accompanist on the four originals and four covers that 
include the opening title number that was memorably 
performed by Louis Armstrong, Tommy Dorsey, Frank 
Sinatra and Count Basie. Basie recorded it for Colum-
bia and two new location recordings from the Famous 
Door were issued as part of the recent release of ma-
terials from the Savory Collection. Colianni’s rendition 
is swinging and the tenor players acquit themselves 
although they don’t match Young nor is the rhythm 
section quite as propulsive as Basie’s legendary one, 
but it is a swinging small group and the leader displays 
a deft touch. A Beethoven adaptation, Fur Elise,” dis-
plays his incorporation of stride piano as well on this 
clever performance. 

“I Didn’t Know About You” is a Duke Ellington num-
ber that Colianni played behind Tony Bennett and is a 
lovely composition with a finely developed solo with 
the tenor saxes adding color. Guitarist Chertkoff gets 
to shine on a solid blues, “Blues For Naomi” which he 
observed was a tribute to “a lady who used to watch 
over us young players cutting our teeth at One Step 
Down in Washington, DC, where I grew up,” and both 
saxophonists acquit themselves strongly. Illinois Jac-
quet’s “Achtung” is what might be called a barn-burner 
with the two taking off here as if Lockjaw Davis and 
Johnny Griffin with Colianni’s intro and stride-rooted 
comping evoking the early Basie.

A competitor in the first Thelonious Monk competi-
tion, Colianni and group tackles Monk’s “Little Rootie 
Tootie,” which seems taken from the Hal Overton Town 
Hall Concert arrangement with strong solos from Stew-
art and Simon before Colianni develops his own, well 
conceived solo and is followed by some fine playing 
from Chertkoff. If this does not break new grounds, it is 
a strongly played mainstream small group jazz session 
that will appeal to many.  Ron Weinstock

AriAnnA nEiKruG
changes

concord JAzz
Winner of the 2015 Sarah Vaughan International Vo-

cal Competition Arianna Neikrug has her Concord Jazz 
debut backed by a trio produced by Grammy-winning 
pianist and arranger Laurence Hobgood along with 
his regular trio mates – drummer Jared Schonig and 
bassist Matt Clohesy. Musically, this release displays 
Neikrug’s gift for interpreting tunes from the Great 
American Songbook, more recent pop and R&B clas-
sics from the ’70s as well as two originals she wrote.

On first hearing, Neikrug’s soprano suggested to 
me the young Canadian singer Nikki Yanofsky. That is 
simply a reference point as Neikrug quickly displays 
on the opening “No Moon At All,” her command of 
her voice,  clear phrasing, sense of dynamics and her 
wonderful scatting.  

Hobgood initially provides spare accompaniment 
before the full trio enters for the swinging performance. 
Hobgood’s arrangement for “Spring Can Really Hang 
You Up The Most,“ is among her favorites. Her vocal  
captures the lyrics’ meaning and there is some wonder-
ful piano. Another highlight is the wonderful reworking 
of the Al Green classic “Let’s Stay Together,” which is 
slowed down adding to the poignancy of the lyrics and 
the plea to her lover.

Her songwriting is spotlighted on the title track with 
its lithe samba rhythm and as she sings about nego-
tiating a tough period in her life. Her vocal includes  
marvelous wordless passages and delightful backing. 
A mashup of “Never Let Me Go/I’ll Be There,” opens 
as a lament of her and Hobgood of the Evans and Liv-
ingston standard, followed by the full trio backing her 
on a  ballad reading of the Jackson Five hit. Neikrug 
cleanly and precisely sings Hammerstein and Kern’s 
“The Song is You,” which is taken at a torrid tempo, 
and  transforms the century old “After You’re Gone” 
into a R&B tinged lament. The album closes with a 
most entertaining mash-up of a couple of Joni Mitchell 
songs “Help Me/ Be Cool.”

This is a marvelous debut by an already accom-
plished vocalist who is sympathetically backed by 
Hobgood and his trio. One expects to hear more about 
Arianna Neikrug in the future.

                                          Ron Weinstock


